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Abstract
Arbuzov В.Д., Razuvaev E.A. On the Time Delay of the Dltrahlgh-Energy Ra-
diation Signal from the Source Cygnus X-3: IKEP Preprint 86-207. - Ser-
pukhov, 1986. - p. 4, reta.: 10.

In the paper we consider the time delay of the signal from the source
Cygnus X-3 detected by EAS observation with E>3-10* 4 eV and counted
off the maximum of radioburat in October, 1985. The effect i s shown to get
the explaination in the framework of the ear l ier proposed interpretation
of the ultrahigh-energy radiation as free gluons. The agreement of th i s
interpretation with the t o t a l i t y of experimental data i s emphasized. We
point out a poss ib i l i ty of re l ic gluons to give a significant contribu-
tion to the density of a hidden mass in the Universe.

Арбузов Б.А., Разуваев E.A. О временной задержке сигнала сверхвысокой энергии
от источника ЛЕБЕДЬ Х-3: Препринт ИФВЭ 86-207. - Серпухов, 1986. - 4 с ,
библиогр.: 10.

В работе показано, что временная задержка сигнала от источника Лебедь Х-3,
зарегистрированная по ШАЛ с Е>3-10'* эВ и отсчитываемая от максимума его
рааиовспышкк в октябре 1985 года, объясняется в рамках предложенной ранее ин-
терпретации излучения сверхвысокой энергии от этого источника как свободных
глюонов. Отмечается согласованность этой ннтерпреташш с совокупностью экспе-
риментальных данных. Указывается на возможность большого вклада энергии вза-
имодействия реликтовых глюонов в плотность скрытой массы во Вселенной.
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The effects of an ultrahigh-energy radiation from galac-
tic source Cygnus X-3 still attract attention. In particu-
lar, this is connected with difficulties in theoretical in-
terpretation of the totality of data on extended atmosphe-
ric showers (EAS) and underground muons (see, e.g.'V ,
where experimental papers are also quoted). The recent ex-
perimental work/2/ gives a qualitatively new information
in comparison with previous results. The statistically sig-
nificant effect of a radiation from the source Cygnus x-3
with the energy E>3«10:14 eV is established in this work,
which is correlated in time to the strong radioburst of
the source in October, 1985. The most essential point in
the result under discussion is the EAS signal to have a
time delay of few days from the radioburst maximum. It is
quite reasonable to assume that the bursts of the radio
signal and of an unknown radiation are of common origin.
Then the time delay decisevely rejects the photon nature
of this mysterious radiation. One cannot explain such an
effect in the framework of assumptions concerning the na-
ture of this radiation from the source Cygnus X-3, discus-
sed in the literature, excluding one variant proposed ear-
lier/3/. This variant is based on the possibility of the
production of open color states at ultrahigh energies and
it identifies the unknown radiation with free gluons. The
multiple scattering of such ultrahigh-energy gluon by re-
lic gluons, which should necessarily be present in the
space provided the mechanism under discussion is valid,
gives the angular spread effect in the underground muon
data. Just this effect presents the most difficult point
for the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon in
other variants^1/. In our case the multiple scattering,
which is due to a strong Coulomb interaction between glu-
ons at the distances r >rfi=10"

12 cm, leads to the following
final mean angle squared/3/
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is the density of gluons in the medium/
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tive constant of three-gluon interaction G is defined from

the asymptotics of color charges interaction at large dis-

tances and is estimated by an order of magnitude as G
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 it is shown in the previous work/

3
/ these

values of the parameters give the right estimate of the

angular spread of several degrees for the 10 TeV energy.

Since the gluon flies from the source to the Earth along

some broken line due to multiple scattering there occurs

a time delay, whose mean value can be easily expressed in

terms of mean angle (1)
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One can also evaluate the dispersion of the time delay
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Using the data from/2/
 w e
 have At « 5 days=4.3-10

5
 s for

E=300 TeV, from which we obtain by comparing (2) and (1)

for E=10 TeV, У<в
2
> =2.3° that quite well agrees with the

observation/
6
/. On the other hand,knowing At we obtain

from expressions (1), (2) the value G
2
 which turns out to

be 2.5~10
3
, that again agrees now with theoretical esti-

mates of this quantity/
4
»

5
/. According to (3) the disper-

sion is about 4 days which is consistent with the data/2/.

So, we conclude that the interpretation of ultrahigh-
 ;

energy radiation from the source Cygnus X-3 as free gluons '

proposed in/
3
/ agrees both with the data on the angular J

spread and with the new data on the time delay of the sig- j

nal. Let us draw attention to the fact that there are no

indications to any phase correlations in the data/
2
/. It

is quite natural for the conditions of this experiment be-

cause the dispersion «r » 4 days exceeds essentially the

period of 4.8 hours characteristic of the source. Since

according to (2) the time delay is inversely proportional

to the energy squared, we predict for tenfold increase of

the EAS energy up to 3-10*
5
 eV the presence of stable phase

correlations provided the signal from the source be present,

because in that case aari hour. Maybe this effect has alre-

ady been observed by KIEL group/ .



Concerning the indications to phase correlations from
the underground muon experiments corresponding to lower
energies, one should bear in mind their rather poor sta-
tistical confidence and their unstable character which
manifests itself in disagreement between the results of
different experiments. While discussing this problem we
may express a qualitative consideration. Unstable phase
correlations may be a consequence of collective effects
of the gluon medium under discussion. Till now we have as-
sumed the absence of any ordering in this medium. However
a simple estimate shows that the interaction energy per
one gluon

V = ^ =1 eV (4)

exceeds by several orders of magnitude its thermal energy.
Therefore one has to expect the gluon medium to be not a
gas but an ordered system- "qluonic crystal". Note that
the possibility of such a state of gluonic matter was poin-
ted out in the literature/^/. If the directions of crystal
axes occur to be suitably matched, the signal from the so-
urce may come to us with anomalously small time dispersion,
that will cause the existence of a phase correlation. Howe-
ver this effect cannot be stable because mutual positions j
of the source, of the Earth and of the medium change con-
tinually.

Note one more point which is quite of interest. The
large interaction energy of a relic gluon (4) causes a
considerable contribution of the gluon medium to the full
matter density of the Universe. Indeed value (4) and n=
=103 cm"3 give the estimate of the gluon matter density •,.
P=2-10~3Og cm"3, that is not far from the critical density ,
p =5«10~3^ cm"3. As is generally known there are sound !
arguments both theoretical/0/ and observational/10/ on be- 1
half of the genuine density of the Universe to be just the :
critical one. Therefore the hidden form of the matter is
necessary which gives the main contribution to the full
density. Here we point out the possibility that the gluon
medium gives an important, maybe even dominating, contribu-
tion to the hidden mass.

The authors express gratitude to A.A.Logunov and
A.E.Chudakov for fruitful discussions.
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